“Tell Me A Story!”
Histories, Legacies, and Memories of Family,
Friends, Colleagues
The relationships that make up our days give color
and create meaning to our lives.
How many times have we said we’d love to just recall a casual
chat with a loved one, or maybe someone with whom you share a
special, unique relationship?
The times we take for granted…telling the stories of a lifetime.

Storytelling;
Special, Personal &
Preserved for
Future Generations

“Tell Me A Story” creates an environment that captures those
audio memories, stories, voices, sounds……the music of one’s life,
We help encapsulate the magic of those conversations, those
lifetime songs, resounding from our folk, many of who have
passed into star-dust?
“Tell Me A Story!” offers just that…a window into those
moments, captured for generations to share.
What we do is come to you, wherever you are, at home, vacation
spot, conference room, or long-term care facility, the quiet places
most comfortable and most convenient, and quietly setup our
recording equipment consisting of a couple of microphones and a
laptop computer….Then we turn on the “record” button and let
the storytelling begin. We can also video-tape the interview for
an added dimension
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It might take an hour, a day, a week…whatever it requires to
capture those moments, the topics, the interview-stories. The
time spent is based on our clients’ needs. We offer a list of
prepared sample questions and interview topics that you might
want to incorporate into your session. Our interview facilitator,
creative and insightful, will be there to ensure that every word
and nuance is captured accurately. The usual session lasts about
an hour, but multiple sessions may be arranged too.
After the recording is complete, our sound and video editors will
equalize, edit, and, with the collaboration of our client, we’ll
create a Storytelling Montage. We then digitally transfer the
conversations onto either a CD that you can play in your home or
car; a ‘flash or ‘thumb’ storage disk for you to transfer to your
home computer, where you can make copies to share onto a
CD/DVD at your leisure. What a wonderful way to capture the
stories of a lifetime and pass it on to future generations for years
to come.
Along with the audio portion, we also provide the creation of a
photo and/or video mosaic, which would include images of your
choice. Photographs, video clips, older 8mm Super-8 film
transferred to a digital format, and employed as a visual
complement to conversation. We can also accompany these
moments with ‘voiceover’ dialogue, songs or the music of your
choice from our extensive library of music…from the earliest
recordings to the most current. Imagine how comforting a DVD of
these captured moments would be to your family, the children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren! These audio/visual
experiences are priceless offerings passed along for generations
to come.
Family, Friends, Colleagues…times and treasures…
Close To The Heart.
What better way to have that special someone…
“Tell You A Story?”
For more information, please contact
Tom Aggeles or Donna Berry at 704-579-0113, or visit our website at
www.curvetunes.com

